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In Georgia, an Enclave of Chinese Artistry
By Lee Adair Lawrence. Wall Street Journal. (Eastern edition). New York, N.Y.: Dec 7, 2000. pg. A.24

Abstract (Summary)

To step inside is, indeed, to enter a world largely untouched by time and geography. Scrolls with calligraphy hang
on the wall in a living room otherwise cluttered with Ming-style tables and cabinets. More tables crowd the dining
room, where a large canvas is propped against the wall and rolled-up scroll paintings cascade from an open trunk.
This is the home of An Ho, artistic heir to the painter Pu Ru, cousin to the last emperor of China and widely
considered the true inheritor of the Chinese artist-scholar tradition. A petite, elegant 73-year-old, An Ho lives with
her daughter, Lalani Lautz -- author of the oil painting -- and son-in-law Henry Lautz, who makes furniture in the
basement using only classical Chinese joinery methods.

Even the training with Pu Ru had its lighter side. After dinner a steady stream of friends and admirers would stop
in, and Pu Ru would turn to "fun painting." Amid much chatter and drink, he let the brush scurry, handing out the
results as prizes in games and storytelling contests. "Or," An Ho recounts, "he would ball up pieces of paper and
have everyone pick one." One guest might win the "prize" of fetching midnight snacks for all; another a Pu Ru
original. "Some people came virtually every night," she says, "and ended up with enough paintings to open a
gallery."

By the time he died in 1963, Pu Ru had found in An Ho an artistic heir as well as a daughter, whom he gave the
name Wei-ying, or "Glow of Jade." In Pu Ru's last days, Mr. Lautz recounts, the cancer in his throat "ate through
the nerve, and the pain was temporarily gone. For two days he had the strength to paint, and his last work was for
An Ho." It is a strong piece: an ink painting of a pine tree which, rootless, seems to float free on the paper.
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Atlanta -- ONE OF ATLANTA'S underpublicized gems, the Oglethorpe University Museum of Art, is hosting a show
through Dec. 17 entitled "Dream of Red Chamber: An Experience in Traditional Chinese Aesthetics." The show in
itself is alluring: 12 life-size portraits of 18th-century Chinese fictional heroines, rendered in a technique that dates
to 7th and 8th century China and displayed alongside Ming-style furniture. But these works were not made
centuries ago or even in China. They were created just a few miles away in the suburb of Duluth, in a two-story
house that looks much like every other home on the block: The grass is cut, the bushes trimmed, the walkway
swept clean. Two cars are parked in the driveway and, in the back, a rosebush thrives. Only a discreet satellite dish
pointing to the stars hints that, while the inhabitants may be in Duluth, they are not of it.

To step inside is, indeed, to enter a world largely untouched by time and geography. Scrolls with calligraphy hang
on the wall in a living room otherwise cluttered with Ming-style tables and cabinets. More tables crowd the dining
room, where a large canvas is propped against the wall and rolled-up scroll paintings cascade from an open trunk.
This is the home of An Ho, artistic heir to the painter Pu Ru, cousin to the last emperor of China and widely
considered the true inheritor of the Chinese artist-scholar tradition. A petite, elegant 73-year-old, An Ho lives with
her daughter, Lalani Lautz -- author of the oil painting -- and son-in-law Henry Lautz, who makes furniture in the
basement using only classical Chinese joinery methods.
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The only place with space enough for us to congregate is the large family room overlooking the backyard, where An
Ho perches on an armchair, the very image of poise. When she speaks, one hand and sometimes both lift into a
deliberate, elegant dance. As Lalani translates, An Ho watches intently.

"From the time I became conscious I loved to draw," she says, "but father was careful about choosing a teacher. He
preferred for me to paint freely rather than get the wrong instruction and ruin my life." A newspaper editor in
Nanching, An Ho's father was anything but reactionary. He fought for women's rights, served as senior member in a
revolutionary movement and more than once ran afoul of the authorities. When it came to art, however, he brooked
no deviation from tradition. It was not until 1944, when An Ho was 17, that her father found a teacher untainted by
Western styles and techniques. His choice, Pu Ru, was acclaimed for his mastery of T'ang (618-906) and Sung
(960-1279) painting, calligraphy, poetry and scholarship.

"Before he accepted me as a disciple," An Ho recalls, "he needed to know that I had been studying the classics."
Satisfied, he then looked at her paintings and said simply, "This is fine; you have potential." For two years, he
steeped her in poetry, literature and calligraphy, and only then did he begin painting lessons. These were abruptly
cut short when An Ho fled with her family to Taiwan following the Communist takeover. She thought she would
never again see her teacher, but within two years Pu Ru had also escaped and tracked her down. For the next 13
years she lived with her teacher, his wife and two other students in Taipei.

"Pu Ru usually got up around six and began writing calligraphy," she says. "The rest of us got up about an hour and
a half later and started with the five books -- four major works of Confucius and the I'Ching." Around noon, An Ho
prepared lunch with Mrs. Pu, then, having helped with household chores, sat down with the master. "We did
exercises, I took notes on technique for painting and calligraphy, and that lasted all afternoon," she says.

As she describes a life centered on Chinese art, it is easy to understand why An Ho, after 21 years in Atlanta, has
felt no need to learn English, relying instead on Chinese-language newspapers and Beijing television (hence the
satellite) for information. She socializes little and almost always with family -- her sister, brother-in-law and
94-year-old mother live within walking distance and are the reason she moved here.

It's no surprise that, when asked what music she likes, this demure woman answers "Mozart and old Italian songs."
But the words are no sooner out of her mouth than Lalani and Henry burst out laughing. Hits by Whitney Houston,
Gloria Estefan and especially Michael Jackson, they say, are what An Ho really thrives on. At the sound of
Jackson's name, An Ho laughs, nods and makes a gliding gesture with her hands. "I like his dance," she confesses.

Even the training with Pu Ru had its lighter side. After dinner a steady stream of friends and admirers would stop in,
and Pu Ru would turn to "fun painting." Amid much chatter and drink, he let the brush scurry, handing out the
results as prizes in games and storytelling contests. "Or," An Ho recounts, "he would ball up pieces of paper and
have everyone pick one." One guest might win the "prize" of fetching midnight snacks for all; another a Pu Ru
original. "Some people came virtually every night," she says, "and ended up with enough paintings to open a
gallery."

By the time he died in 1963, Pu Ru had found in An Ho an artistic heir as well as a daughter, whom he gave the
name Wei-ying, or "Glow of Jade." In Pu Ru's last days, Mr. Lautz recounts, the cancer in his throat "ate through the
nerve, and the pain was temporarily gone. For two days he had the strength to paint, and his last work was for An
Ho." It is a strong piece: an ink painting of a pine tree which, rootless, seems to float free on the paper.

An Ho has since carried on Pu Ru's ideals. She has perfected Sung and T'ang techniques, first by copying the
masters and then by creating her own works which, she hopes, "will teach others and interest them in classical
painting." She may have no formal students, but she teaches every time she invites someone to sit beside her on
the floor and look at her paintings. She runs a finger along the thick, evenly inked Iron Line she used in the portraits
on show at Oglethorpe. "Like bending metal," she explains, and, indeed, the lines separate the planes of color like
the lead strips in stained glass. In her recreation of a famous (and long lost) mural of the 84 goddesses, she points
out the Floating Thread, a lighter, more vibrant line also developed in the T'ang Dynasty.

Most of her paintings, however, depict landscapes, and here she uses such techniques as the southern Sung
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Salt-and-Pepper and Rounded Between Leaves or the Large and Small Axe lines of northern T'ang. Atlanta, where
she says "the flowers fall like snow" in April, has fueled this "urge to paint more and more nature." But when she
unfurls her latest work, she reveals a landscape that is South Sung, not Southeast: twisting pine trees, misty lakes
and boulders whose sinuous lines give new meaning to the expression, "living rock."

As though to explain the discrepancy between this and the view outside the window, An Ho explains that "part of
painting comes from Chinese poetry and another part from observing the four season changes. But everything has
been digested and become my own image."
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